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Differential equation of anisotropic plates 
Design of the plate is based on a non-linear physical relationship. Loads 
are applied in equal increments. Within each load interval, rigidities are 
considered as constant so that the curve of state change is approximated by 
its chords. Thereby this physically non-linear problem is reduced to a set of 
linear ones. In computation, consideration is due to the fact that, since the 
curvature differs in each direction, also the bending condition stages differ, 
yields are of different degrees. This fact is taken into consideration by dis-
tinguishing rigidity coefficients "with exchanged suhscripts. 
In 'Nhat follo'ws, relationships valid within a load interval - where the 
physical relationship is linear - will he considered. Hence, in the following 
formulae, stresses mean load increments within an interval. Plate equilihrium 
equations are: 
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Moments can he calculated from the second derivatives (curvatures) of the 
deflection surface lV, and from the stiffness coefficients as follows: 
(4) 
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Substituting derivatives of (4) into (1,2): 
qx = - (DllWXXX + D12WXYY + 2D13WXXY D 31w xxy D32Wyyy + 2D33WXYY) (5) 
qy = - (D 21w xxy D22WYYY 2D23Wxyy + D31WXXX + D3ZWXYY 2D33Wxxy)· 
Now, substituting derivatives of (5) into (3) and reducing yields the differential 
equation of the anisotropic plate: 
(6) 
In this formula the stiffness coefficients Dik are not constant but are functions 
of the curvatures because of the non-linear physical relationship. Introducing 
relative stiffness coefficients 
and substituting them into (4) transforms the moment formulae as: 
m" = -Do(()nwxx + b 12wyy - 2b 13w xy) 
my = -Do(b21wxX + b 2Zwyy + 2o Z3w xy) 
(7) 
(8) 
Do being a stiffness coefficient of constant value. The differential equation 
will be solved numerically and to this aim it ·will be transformed into difference 
. equations. Replacing derivatives by difference quotients, for a square net of 
mesh a, Eq. (6) yields the difference equation of anisotropic plates, sym-
bolically written as: 
Operator <5 is shown in Fig. 1. 
Physical equations 
In relationships (4) and (8) for moments and curvatures, members are 
assumed as seen in Fig. 2, and the non-linear relationship .is expressed by an 
exponential function considered as ·working hypothesis. 
According to the above, the relative rigidities can be written as: 
_igr I 
bi1 = bilO e i g20! i = 1, 2, 3 
i = 1, 2, 3 (10) 
i = 1, 2, 3. 
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In these formulae the initial relatiye rigidities 6110, 6120 = 6210, 6130 = 6310, 
6220, 6230 = 6320, 6330 are constant, and so are the relating curvature yalues 
Platc loads are considered to be one-parameter and monotonously increasing 
ones. Load incrcments will be step-wise. 
Curvatures will be indicated either by gx, gO', gxO', or by Wxx,WO'y , wxy ' but 
so that IV means curvatures for one load interval each, while g means total 
curvatures. 
Computing process 
Lct us compute plate deflections and n1.omcnts. The acting load is uni-
formly distributed and applied on the platc in equal layers. The plate will be 
designed separately for load increments constituting the load intervals, and 
in this course, the eun.-ilinear physical conelation is replaced by a rectilinear 
tangent each at the total euryature point. Thereby the partial differential 
equation of yariablc coefficient is reduced to a set of equations with constant 
coefficients. 
The computation has heen elaborated for the diamond-shaped r. c. plate 
of 45 Q corners, with hinged boundaries (Fig. 3). Assuming the uniform mesh 
network as scen in the figure (h 8), and taking also point symmetry into 
consideration, there are 25 points where the deflection w has to he computed. 
Thus, the difference equations deliver a linear equation system of 25 unknowns. 
Plate data 
Two plates will be computed, differing only by reinforcemfOnt direction. 
The following data are common for both: 
Span 
Thickness 
Rcinforcement m direction ~ 
Reinforcement in directioni7 
Ultimate moments 
Moduli of elasticity 
Moments of inertia 
Initial stiffness 
Coefficient of 
transversal expansion 
L = 400 cm 
'V = 14 cm 
o 14/15 cm 
o 12/30 cm 
2270 cmkp/cm 
720 cmkp'cm 
320 l\Ip;cm2 
2100 l\Ip/cm2 
243 cnrl,cm 
231 cm·j/cm 
(concrete) 
(steel) 
D~o - 7.85 107 cm2kpem 
v 0.1 
L = £. rn 
k :;; C 
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Both reinforecments are orthogonal, that of type A heing in direction 
x,y and of type B rotated at an angle of 45 0 , the principal reinforcement heing 
orthogonal to the longer side. Ultimate moments of the plates in eo-ordinate 
direction, stiffnesses along the reinforcement and in the direction of co-ordinates 
are compiled in Tahle 1. These lattcr will he computed hy LEKHNITZKY'S for-
mulae [1 J. Tahles indicate also the relating curvatures. Load increments 
Jp = 0.025 kp/cm2 = 250 kp!m2. T"wo kinds of analyses have heen incorporated 
into the computer program. The one compares the maximum curvature to the 
permissihle curvature 
go = 0.78 . 10 -.j em -1 . 
This kind of analysis corresponds to crack control. The other analysis program 
relates maximum deflection to the permissihle one: 
These permissihle values have heen assumed arhitrarily. 
Outputs 
The computation applied a program "wTitten 111 ALGOL language for 
the ODRA-1204 computer of the Faculty of Civil Enginecring of the Technical 
University, Budapest. Total deflections and moments in every load interval 
were obtained as outputs. Mid-plate deflection is shown in Fig. 4, together 
with points helonging to various ultimate conditions. It is interesting to see the 
differential hehaviour of plates type A and B, differing only hy the reinforce-
ment direction. 
7* 
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Table 1 
Type A Type B Dimension 
11lXD 2270 H95 cm kp/cm 
111yo 720 H95 
111 X';;O 0 ~--I i~ 
D{;o 7.85 107 - o-j .00 lD' 
DT,O ,AS 107 7.-1.8 107 
D:;'iO 3.83 107 3.83 107 
D 110 7.S5 10' 5.75 10' 
D 120 = D 210 0 2.6'7 10' 
D"lf!= D:110 0 -0.092 10' 
D:!~() 7..1-3 107 ;;.75 107 
D 230 = D:120 0 -0.092 107 
D330 
o 00 
·).0,) 10' 1.97 107 
-~-~~ .. -- -~~ 
6110 0.7-13 
6120 = rJ Z1 (j 0 0.3-15 
613(,= 0 -0.012 
62~O 0.953 U.iB 
(i 230 = ,j3~(J Cl -0.012 
b33 {J 0.-187 0.M2 
-------
gxo 0.289 10- 1 1I.260 10- 1 CIll- 1 
gyo 0.096 10-1 0.260 10-1 
g:()·o 0 0.156 10-1 
~~Jil;;2 
A. 8 
;J; 1.,5 5,0 
c 5,0 5,0 Cw 
Pm 6,5 7,5 
Fig. -1 
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lVIagnitudes and directions of principal moments at all points of load 
increments have been determined; their values in the first and last load interval 
are shown in Figs 5 to 8. Tending to the ultimate load, the directions of the 
principal moments assume ever more that of the reinforcement. 
r y 
Fig. 5. nIl' 1112 principal moments, ---- positiye; - - - - - - - - negative 
A 
Fig. 6 
Summary 
The design of r. c. plates for physical non-linearity has been presented. The releyant 
differential equation of anisotropic plates is also valid for non-linear physical relationships. 
Variation of stiffness coefficients has been described by means of exponential functions con-
sidered as work hypothesis. Loads haye been applied in uniform increments. Within each load 
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interval, rigidities have been considered as constant. Plate deflections and moments have 
been computed by the method of finite differences. The computation has been made for two 
r. c. plates differing only by the reinforcement direction. Plate moments and response have 
largely been affected by the reinforcement. 
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